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SARA NOVIĆ’S NEW BOOK ‘TRUE BIZ’ EXPLORES DEAF 
CULTURE AND ACCESS TO ASL 

 
1A 

 
APRIL 5, 2022 

  

INTRO (Jenn White) 
 
In American Sign Language, the expression “true biz” translates to real 
talk. It’s also the title of Sara Novic’s new novel.   
  
In the book, “True Biz” is a policy that Headmistress February Waters 
upholds for her students at River Valley School for the Deaf.   
  
The school immerses students in Deaf culture: everything is taught and 
communicated in ASL, or American Sign Language. And Charlie is the 
newest student there. As the only deaf student at her public school before, she 
didn’t have access to ASL or deaf peers. But River Valley is at risk of closing 
… a very real problem for the schools it’s based on.  
  
In her author’s note, Novic’s writes about the importance of these schools’ 
existence, describing them as QUOTE “community hubs – the safekeepers of 
our language, our history, and our dreams in the future.”  
  
“True Biz” is Novic’s second book. She also teaches Deaf studies and creative 
writing. And Cami Miner joined us and interpreted my questions for Sara in 
American Sign Language. 
 
Sara lost her hearing later in life, but she says she most identifies with 
Charlie’s journey and wished she could have attended a school like River 
Valley:  
 
 

SARA NOVIC 

I went to regular public school.  I wasn't born deaf.  So I was losing my 
hearing as--as a Middle schooler about.  So I already had the capacity to 
speak English.  So it wasn't any of that really.  But it was just this kind of like 
extreme isolation socially. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Um, not understanding what was happening to me.  I mean it definitely 
became harder to access school as my hearing loss progressed too.  But for me 
the big thing I think it could have changed as like just a basic understanding 
of my identity and my--as a human being. 
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 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And kind of self worth that I came too much later in the process once I finally 
met other deaf people. 

 JENN WHITE 

As we meet each character in this book we're exposed to the different ways 
deaf people communicate and engage with the world.  And it's--it's so much 
more than just ASL.  How did you find your own preferred method of 
communication? 

 SARA NOVIC 

I think--I mean, because I didn't really have any resources or any role models 
I just assumed what everyone else around me assumed.  Which was that like, 
okay, now that you are losing your hearing--you're--you're a deaf person.  
You're just a broken version of the person that you were previously. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

So you can kind of strive to go back to, you know, the way that you were 
communicating before but just not doing it as well.  Um, so in that period I 
really did turn to books and writing.  Because they were the things that I 
could still access. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Like they weren't slippery in the way that you are trying to lip read, or you 
know, hearing aids and all these kind of imperfect ways of--of accessing or 
not accessing spoken English, um. And then finally when I did meet, um, 
other deaf people as an older teenager I was kind of like, ah, this is way 
better.  You know, like I'm not a broken version of the past Sara.  I'm just 
like a different--a totally different kind of thing. 

   
 JENN WHITE 

Well, the first character we meet in the book is February.  She's the Head 
Mistress of the River Valley School for The Deaf.  What exposure did she 
have to the Deaf community that led her to this job? 

 SARA NOVIC 

So February is a CODA, which, um, is an important part of the Deaf 
community.  And maybe a popular term in the last couple days.  Since the, 
um, Best Picture win last weekend.  Um, it means the Child of Deaf Adults is 
the acronym.  And she is basically a code switcher.  She's someone who kind 
of lives between the two worlds. 
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 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

ASL is her native language.  Um, but obviously, you know, when she walks 
out the door she's also a hearing person at the same time.  So she's kind of in 
this luminal space and for February as a character I think the way her 
personality is it makes her feel like she's trying to prove something all the 
time. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Um, so that's kind of where you meet her as this--a little bit of a workaholic.  
And, um, you know, a fixer as a person who is running this school that is 
maybe at risk because nearly all Deaf schools in the U.S. are at risk of closure 
and shrinking admissions and all these kinds of budget cuts. 

 JENN WHITE 

Well, then we meet Charlie.  Both her parents are hearing.  And she struggles 
in school.  She's quite disconnected.  Until she gets to River Valley.  And there 
she finds a community.  She gets immersed in ASL for the first time.  Walk us 
through what prevented Charlie from learning ASL and from really being a 
part of the Deaf community. 

 SARA NOVIC 

Yeah.  So, Charlie as a character, um, represents what I think is kind of the 
norm for most deaf people.  Only about 8 percent of parents of deaf kids ever 
learn enough ASL to have a bi-directional conversation.  So maybe they learn 
a few signs, but they never get to the point where they can actually have a 
conversation in ASL. 

  
 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And a lot of it has to do with, you know, old fashioned ideas and 
misinformation that come from the medical world.  And some of it has to do 
with the lack of resources.  And some of it has to do with personal panics and 
fears from--from parents, you know, it's like a big amalgam of all kinds of 
forces working against people that goes, you know, back through history for 
several centuries. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

We kind of see the--the roots of this debate about whether or not deaf kids 
should be taught only to speak, or if they should be allowed to be bilingual. 

 JENN WHITE 

So how does learning ASL and attending River Valley change Charlie's 
perspective of her own deafness? 
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 SARA NOVIC 

Yeah.  For Charlie I think it's a--it's a, you know, a whole new--it's a whole 
new version of herself.  She definitely has that moment when she gets there 
and she's like at Jefferson High the public school I was the deaf girl and now 
here I am and everyone is the deaf girl.  And--and now who am I? 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

So she's I think a little bit experiencing almost an existential crisis, because 
she doesn't know either, right.  She was kind of only ever known as this one 
thing.  And now she gets to decide.   

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And this book is following that journey of her figuring out who--who she is, 
who she wants to be, and, um, kind of getting that agency for herself that she 
never had before. 

 JENN WHITE 

Well, it's really fascinating.  As Charlie learns ASL she’s shocked to learn 
there's no sign for the verb to be.  And--and she struggles with the concept.  
She asks in the book, “Could you have a real language without the concept of 
being?”  And--and it's explained a little bit later on.  But take us into how 
ASL manages that--that verb to be. 

 SARA NOVIC 

Yeah.  It's--it's something that I've noticed my students get stuck on a lot.  So 
it was something that I wanted to kind of imbue Charlie with this question of 
like, how do I get a one-to-one translation of like this English word in my 
head to this sign?  And it's--ASL is just very different from English 
conceptually. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

It doesn't abide by the same grammatical rules that English does.  And that's 
I think that moment that you're speaking to in the texts is a moment where 
Charlie kind of realizes, okay, this language is doing something different.  
And through that, like I get to do something different now too.  I'm not kind 
of beholden to this under--this very like limited understanding. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

English has like a really--a really strict syntax and weird order we'll say you 
have to follow.  And it's all--it has different rules.  But also is a lot more 
flexible because of, um, the fact that, you know, you're already there in a 
being, and you're in a physical space so you can kind of assume--assume that 
to a degree, and then build off of that. 
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 JENN WHITE 

Yeah.  You write in the book, she looked down at her palms and understood 
her being was implied.  Her potential thoughts and feelings coursing through 
her body, the names of everything she knew and those she didn't yet all in 
perpetual existence in her fingertips.  And I thought that was such a beautiful 
passage. 

 JENN WHITE (CONTINUED) 

And it made me wonder how learning ASL changed the way you think about 
language as a whole. 

 SARA NOVIC 

I mean, it changed it a lot.  I was a, you know, a big book worm.  And that's a 
very two dimensional experience.  I was also extremely shy as a person.  Um, 
and ASL for me kind of like it doesn't allow for that as much, because you 
have to put your whole body behind what you're saying literally.  And, um, 
that's what I love about it now. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

But it was definitely like a step out of--out of my comfort zone for me 
personally.  And I think--yeah--I think that's the similar experience that 
Charlie is kind of seeing, okay.  Like I can do things that I just wouldn't be 
able to do in English.  Or it wouldn't make sense to do in English.   

 JENN WHITE 

I want to turn to another character in the book, Austin.  Um, he's one 
character and he's fully voice off as you describe it in the book.  And his 
family is famous for being deaf.  It's almost a source of pride for him.  Tell us 
his backstory. 

 SARA NOVIC 

Yeah.  So Austin is a character who is from a multi-generational deaf family 
is great--I think his great, great grandparents are deaf.  And all through the 
line and then his mom, uh, is at grad school at Gallaudet.  And marries a 
hearing interpreter.  And--and she kind of like, um, introduces this question 
of, uh, what will happen with their kids now. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Where it was--it was kind of this, as you say, a source of--of kind of pride, um, 
in a family of--of being deaf and carrying this language and this lineage.  Um, 
so Austin is kind of at a--his mom is pregnant at the start of the book. 
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 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And--and it's definitely something that's bubbling beneath the surface, um, in 
their family is this question of like, what's going to happen with this baby?  
But the thing, uh, that I really love about Austin is that he's, you know, he's a 
person whose had full access to everything around him linguistically and 
culturally his entire life. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Which is really rare for deaf kids.  It sounds, you know, pretty normal, um, 
for maybe hearing--hearing kids.  But because Deaf culture and ASL are 
transmitted, um, usually not for your parents.  They're more--they're 
transmitted horizontally like via peers or maybe a teacher.  But, um, so he's--
he's an exception to the rule of how Deaf culture usually works. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

But he doesn't realize it almost, because he's so fully--this is his whole world.  
That he hasn't stopped to consider the privilege that comes with that really. 

 JENN WHITE 

Well, his younger sister Skylar is born.  And she's able to hear at first.  How 
does that affect Austin's family dynamic? 

 SARA NOVIC 

So that’s the point where I think Austin becomes a full teenager, because he is 
kind of having a little bit of a temper tantrum about, um, his dad's response 
or reaction to Skylar's hearing.  And it all stems from insecurity for him.  
Again, like these things that he never thought about was my dad was hearing 
then actually disappointed in me in this whole time. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Or, you know, things like that that maybe, uh, don't seem that big of a deal to 
adults.  But I think really can be all consuming for teenagers.  And the thing 
about Austin in that storyline and in general is I just kind of wanted to flip 
the script from what the hearing narrative usually is surrounding the birth of 
a--of a deaf kid. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Um, you know, people are apologized to, usually in the hospital you're getting 
this hearing test.  And the mom get--has just given birth, and now all these 
people are like, “I'm so sorry.  Here's your baby.  They're deaf, but like don't 
worry, we can fix them.” 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Um, so I think, um, Austin's storyline started with me kind of just wanting to 
play with this idea of what if a baby was born hearing and everyone freaked 
out.  Um, and then it kind of developed from there. 
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 JENN WHITE 

Well, it, and it is really such an interesting way to look at it.  Because for his 
family it--it just raises so many questions.  Um, there's questions around 
whether to implant Skylar with a--with a cochlear implant.  Um, especially 
given his family's legacy in the Deaf community that's a really weighted 
question. 

 JENN WHITE (CONTINUED) 

Um, but you also visit the cochlear implant question in--in Charlie's story in 
her--in her narrative.  She has a cochlear implant.  And that's--that's part of 
how she's been cut-off from the Deaf community because there was a focus on 
the cochlear implant being a way to let her exist outside of the Deaf 
community. 

 JENN WHITE (CONTINUED) 

What were some of the--the key questions you really wanted to explore, 
specifically around the issue of cochlear implants? 

 SARA NOVIC 

So, yeah--the cochlear implant conversation is a really complicated one in the 
Deaf community.  And I think oftentimes the media and maybe, you know, 
certain sides of it kind of make it more of a binary than I think that it needs 
to be.  I think cochlear implants are a really powerful tools. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Um, but when they kind of get marketed as a cure, uh, there's a lot of ways 
that that sets the deaf kid up for failure. For Charlie in particular she is 
actually a slightly different case.  Because she literally has a defective implant, 
um, which was one of the reasons that I actually, but one of the very first 
inspirations I guess for starting Charlie's story was I read an article about the 
lawsuits against an implant company. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Who had been selling these implants that they knew had a very high electrical 
failure rate.  And they're all these--all kinds of adverse physical effects, um, 
that were happening including seizures and, um, you know, people were 
bleeding out of their ears, and all kinds of terrible things that I read about. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And I was like, why--why is no one talking about this?  This is wild.  Um, and 
then as a fiction writer I was like, I have to know what that feels like, you 
know.  So that--that was kind of the creation of--of Charlie's journey with the 
implant. 
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 JENN WHITE 

How has the introduction of cochlear implants affected educational 
opportunities for the Deaf community? 

 SARA NOVIC 

So the way that implants get marketed is that if you choose this then either 
you can't do sign because it's going to mess up the, you know, the kid's 
reliance on implant--on the implant.  And then they're not, um, going to learn 
how to use it.  Because when the implant takes a lot of work to figure out how 
to and a lot of therapy to figure out how to use them. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Interpret the electrical signals that it's sending up to your brain.  The way 
that it gets sold.  I don't think that the implant--the implant itself is a neutral 
object, right.  It's like a hammer.  But--but the way that it gets marketed is 
like if you use this hammer then you're not allowed to have any other tools. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

Um, so yeah, I think the way that it gets put into practice is that it isolates 
people, um, and a lot of deaf kids don't come to the Deaf community until 
much later when they are allowed to kind of find it themselves, if at all.   

 JENN WHITE 

I wanted to talk about another, um, tension in the book.  You introduce 
another form of ASL that black people use.  And it's not often we hear about 
subsets of the Deaf culture for people of color.  Why was it important to 
include that in the novel? 

 SARA NOVIC 

Yeah, I think the thing that's, you know, the best thing about the Deaf 
community is that it's not, um, anchored to a specific place or race or 
ethnicity.  We're all kind of tethered by the shared Deaf experience and a 
common language.  Um, so it is a really diverse group of people of all races 
and ethnicities and classes. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And that's what makes it--makes it different than a lot of other cultures.  And 
I think not exploring the beauty in that, and also the conflict that comes from 
that would be, um, a real big mistake on my part while I'm writing a--writing 
a novel that seeks to kind of look at the multiplicity of the Deaf experience. 
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 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And, um, it's a conversation that is going on in the Deaf community right 
now.  Because, you know, people on the outside of the Deaf community or 
even white deaf people I think sometimes think like we're already--we're--
we're oppressed or marginalized as deaf people.  And it's all the same 
experience. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

But that's obviously not the case.  And that's not how intersectionality works.  
So I wanted that to be something that Charlie kind of bumps up against 
where she's suddenly realizing the way that she's been marginalized, um, 
throughout her life.  But also that there's, you know, there's even--there's 
more layers to it than that too. 

 JENN WHITE 

In so many ways this novel it really explores the experiences we have in 
adolescence, um, in relationships with loved ones, dealing with aging parents.  
I'm curious what you hope readers take away from this--not just about those 
experiences, but also some of the stigmas that are still attached to ASL and 
Deaf culture. 

 SARA NOVIC 

Yeah.  I--I've been calling this book a coming of age story and a coming of 
middle age story, because I kind of see February and Charlie on these 
parallel--I mean they collide at the end--so they're not parallel the whole time.  
But they are kind of mirroring each other in a way that they're dealing with 
these big challenges that are popping up in--in their lives. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

So, um, yeah, for me that's kind of the engine that drives the story.  And 
that's a--that's a really universal part of the human experience.  All these like 
trying to find your place in the world.  That's what everyone is doing.  And 
this is a very Deaf perspective on that.  Um, but I think that figuring out 
where home is, figuring out what my language is. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And what my identity is--is something that everyone can identify with.  And I 
hope that through, you know, reading this book and actually seeing 
themselves in these characters who they may be would assume are nothing 
like them.  Um, it might change reader's minds about what the Deaf 
community is.  What being deaf is. 
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 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And--and that maybe they'll come to value deafness as just, um, something 
that doesn't need to be fixed.  Something that doesn't need to be clipped out of 
the DNA gnome, you know.  Um, just another version of the human 
experience that has inherent worth and value because it's human. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

So that's like my dream for this book is that people read these deaf characters 
and they like them, and see themselves in them.  And they want to hang out 
with them.  And then they think, huh, maybe, you know, maybe we shouldn't 
try to get rid of these people.  Maybe they should be allowed to exist. 

 SARA NOVIC (CONTINUED) 

And maybe, you know, I can, uh, be an ally for that community in some way. 

Outro  
That was Sara Novic, author of the new book “True Biz.” She’s also a Deaf 
studies and creative writing instructor.  
 
And Cami Miner joined us and interpreted my questions for Sara in 
American Sign Language.  

Remember… We're on Instagram. Follow us “at” The 1-A Show.   

Today’s producer was Sophia Alvarez Boyd and Michelle Harven.  

This program comes to you from WAMU, part of American University in 
Washington, distributed by NPR.  

I’m Jenn White. Let’s talk more soon. This is...1A.  

 


